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FOR GOOD

Oil has its days numbered
Motor Tesla Model S.

Ricardo Fraguas

Luis Zuniga and Angel Ramos, inventors devoted body and soul to the development of solutions to a
generation and a more rational use of energy, have decided to make public its latest development.

It is an ingenious, simple, and very economic system to optimize the performance of electric motors, very specifically for use by
the transport of people and goods. 
Your system is applicable to all types of motor vehicles 100% electric zero emissions, from the simplest low-power made in China,
to the most sophisticated, such as equipping the Tesla Model S.

"We preferred to start our experiments with the simplest of engines for several reasons" He says Luis Zuniga Co-director of the
Center for Research Innovation and Development Sustainability Ideas Lura Spanish. "We've spent years testing our technology in
engine power contained 250 and 500w devoted to bicycle pedal assist with extraordinary results." "Our work has been all aimed at
making a better use of energy in electric motors moment. Even being in essence any more efficient electric motor, energetically
speaking, the best combustion engines, we note that still wasting too energy, especially in the form of heat. "

"That's been our challenge in recent years. Find a simple and inexpensive solution that can improve performance of any electric
motor, but the results have exceeded all our expectations and more optimistic forecasts."

So is. I personally do not give credit, but I can not deny the evidence. It is the fifth time I test the latest application development.
And I still like the first time emocionandome.

Assuming a 100% electric scooter usual Chinese manufacturing market and selling in our country under different brands and
configurations, our friends inventors have succeeded, with the same battery pack practically double the autonomy, improving the
sensations original power delivery and acceleration.

What this means, to give you an idea, it is as if with a deposit of a Passat VW 2.0 TDI had to do 1200 km, the distance between
Madrid and Paris, with the same energy of a deposit only after Paris to continue the trip to Berlin traveling 2,300 km away.

Excuse the contaminant equal. It gives us a better idea of where we are going. 
"The original motorcycle outfitting an electric motor 5.5 kw wheel and a lithium LiFePo with a storage capacity of 40 amps and 72
volts, ie, 2.8 kW" (to put it in kilowatt multiply two numbers ). With a curb weight of 150 kg is motorcycle in the best of cases, it
could do no more than 50 km in town. Now reaches 100 km. "We said Angel Ramos, the other visible head of the development
team.

Maintaining the same battery pack, the new vehicle configuration includes replacement of in-wheel motor of 5.5 kW of power for
another just 2.2 kw!

We understand that an engine with less than half the power could be achieved close to double autonomy, but how can duplicate
autonomous while improving the delivery of part-the thrust and acceleration with a less powerful engine?

That's the key to this sympathetic Hispanic innovation team located in the Sierra de Madrid. 
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"We relieve the engine of efforts," confesses Angel. Refine and improve the winding optimize the delivery and demand of energy
in each of the circumstances, with a clever but simple system of own development and implement an optimal ratio gears in the
transmission chain or belt.

The result is truly spectacular. Attest.

I again have the opportunity to exercise as a test driver with this latest development. We chose a beautiful route, but with a
significant drop, to test the most demanding autonomy.

Through the Regional Park of the Upper Basin of Guadarrama I enjoyed the winding road between the towns of Colmenar Viejo
and Hoyo de Manzanares, to reach Torrelodones and return to Colmenar ending with a few laps around the ring stops and agile
start-ups roundabouts. 
The scooter has an amazing agility. It incorporates a button to switch between two relations. The first catapults us to 50 km / h.
The second is limited to 100 km / h and has a lot of nerves, but with a sweet surrender that extends to the speed limit.

In total, without sacrificing enjoyment in the use of the possibilities offered by the development, I managed to do 60 km on a bike
that, in its original configuration with the worst feelings of acceleration and thrust at constant speed of 75 km / h in plain, it did not
exceed 35 km. 
It remains to perform the tests in the dyno for reading equivalencies real power now provides the Chinese "motorcillo" 2.2 kw. We
hope to have more pleasant surprises. 
The implementation of the technology of our friends Colmenar means for electric vehicle manufacturers reduced considerable
costs.

"Without a doubt, we can say that we are providing a cost reduction of 50% in electric propulsion improving yields and doubled
autonomy. In the case of saving autonomy keep shooting. On this bike, if we return to the original autonomy, but with our
technology applied to this engine of 2.2 kW, only we need half the batteries. Instead of 2.8 kw, with storage 1,4kw have enough to
travel the 35km butt did before, or 50km in urban circuit And we already know. what electric vehicles are expensive batteries "He
tells Angel. 
Again, what is the secret?

"There is no secret. Just have managed to improve the energy efficiency and relieve unnecessary stress on engine" says Luis.
Motioning the engine, get off the bike after the last test of performance and autonomy says. "Touch, touch, you see how not
suffer?". 
Indeed the engine is surprisingly little hot. I can keep my hand on the engine without burning. Except you please an original tattoo
for life, do not ever take the test in any electric motorcycle engine that has been running for a rato.-

Our friends do not stop here on his career by contributing to democratize the vehicle, reducing costs and improving yields and
autonomy. Now they go for the four wheels and promise not leave us indifferent.

Oil has its days numbered. For good. 


